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Rio Tinto Alcan Planetarium
2013 Grands Prix du Design winner in the

‘Museum and Use of Wood in Interior Design’ category.

A NEW FLAGSHIP institution in Montreal,

Canada, the Rio Tinto Alcan Planetarium is

the result of an international architecture

competition won by architecture and design

consortium Cardin Ramirez Julien and

Aedifica. Their winning proposal stood out

from 60 other candidates for the quality and

imagination of its concept.

The chosen site is unique in terms of both

its urban qualities and its historical landmarks

like the Olympic Stadium and the Biodome,

which attest to significant chapters in

Quebec’s past.

The project sets the stage for a special

relationship with nature through views that

open up toward the skies as well as toward

new plantings and landforms. Creating a

sense of contact with nature is crucial, given

that many people first become aware of the

night sky outside the city in natural settings

like a forest clearing or the edge of a lake. In

such settings, the longer the eye rests on the

heavens, the more the stars are revealed and

the more magical the experience becomes.

Accordingly, linking the experience of

stargazing to nature was a key concern.

Two enormous truncated cones pointing

skyward, evoking telescopes scanning the

universe, call attention to the site and give it a

strong visual identity, making it clearly

identifiable in the Olympic Park and among

neighbouring structures.

In terms of functionality, the planetarium

is divided into three levels. The first, dedicated

to groups, links to the Biodome and

mechanical areas. The second (ground floor)

is given over to public spaces and the two Star

Theatres, while the third houses office space.

The Planetarium harnessed cutting-edge

technologies to the full expertise and creative

ingenuity of its architects, engineers and

contractors, who have a marked interest in

sustainable buildings and renewable energy

sources. The structure aims to obtain LEED

New Construction Platinum certification.

The accessible green roof evokes this

desire in particular: visitors can enjoy a green
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space that, much like a natural crest or rise,

offers new views of the immediate

surroundings.

The Planetarium, together with the

Botanical Garden, Insectarium and Biodome,

are four institutions dedicated to the question

of life, in the broadest sense of the term: a

unique place that illustrates the

interdependency of nature.

About Cardin Ramirez Julien
Cardin Ramirez Julien was founded in 1991

by Pierre Cardin and Oscar Ramirez. Jean-

Francois Julien came on board as associate

architect in 2003. Notable achievements

include: the new headquarters of  the

Association de la construction du Quebec (in

association with Proulx & Savard); the Centre

communautaire intergenerationnel in

Outremont; and the Swiss Consulate in

Montreal.

About Aedifica
Aedifica is a unified team of some 170

architects, designers and engineers from

across Canada, the US and Haiti. Their

achievements include: the Maison

symphonique de Montreal (in association

with Diamond & Schmitt); the Wilder

building/Espace danse (in association with

Lapointe Magne); and 2-22 (in association

with Gilles Huot Architects.  ■


